
I guess some people call me an old timer and with my age creeping up there, I guess I can 
understand it. I have reached the point where I lose more friends than I make because of things 
we have put into or done to our bodies. Mortality is not biased. Death takes anyone and 
everyone - no questions asked or nor in any particular order either. You may ask yourself "So 
what does this have to do with anything?" Hear me out. Ask anyone who knows anything about 
graffiti - whether the master piece artist, the street bomber or the "toy" that just decided he 
wants to be a graffiti vandal - about the crew known as MPC (Morris Park Crew). They will 
respond based on what they have heard, what they have watched or what they have seen.  
 
The crew was established way before I was inducted as a MPC soldier in the mid-80's and at 
that time of my induction, the reputation of the group was that we were angel dust smoking 
white boys that listened to heavy metal and fucked up the masterpiece art gallery known as the 
2's and 5's (paraphrasing Min RTW from Style Wars). Honestly, that is not totally incorrect. We 
did do what we were accused of doing, however the reasons why we did what we did may not 
be known to all - even to our own crew members. Like soldiers we followed the leader we had 
in Cap. We had nothing but loyalty and respect to the man who put us down with the crew. To 
this day, even though growing older and wiser may make me less patient with the world around 
us, I still respect him and what he has done. Love him or hate him, there are very few writers 
from that era that can stand up to his reputation. I went to war- side by side with my crew 
mates - Elf, Dose, Manny, Tune, Rook, Ed, Echo, Paws among many others - against those that 
disrespected us. Like I stated before - loyalty to the crew. As far as respect that was tough to 
come by back in the days because other writers at the time saw MPC talent limited to just 
throw ups. When I first met Elf, my first real partner, we knew we could handle our business 
with the best of the writers at the time. We branched out and started to do things that MPC 
was not known for since the early days. We created some nice pieces and that in turn got us a 
different type of attention. I am not going to say we earned everyone's respect but I did paint 
with the heavy hitters of the time - SEEN, ZOOM, BIO, WANE, REAS, RAZ, SENTO, CAVS and 
even SHAME 125. In the same instance, as we were piecing with the greats of the time, we also 
developed more relationships with the heavy hitting bomber counterparts as well - POVE, PJAY, 
ROB SOD, MED, FAYDE and (in both a friend and foe instance) COPE. When my MKAY DESISM 
piece was photographed and selected to be in Henry Chalfant's Spray Can Art it solidified the 
earlier thoughts that we could once again keep pace with the rest.  
 
So what does that mini history lesson have to do with mortality? With the official book of the 
Morris Park Crew coming out, it solidifies the crew in history in this different age in a different 
medium. As the original members fade away the story they tell can be passed on. A lot of the 
unknown history that was stored in shoeboxes or in the cob webs of some minds, will be 
documented for eternity. The new generation of MPC will carry on the pride of those that 
preceded and yes the crew is still around - some reaping the benefits of age and painting in a 
city near you under the premise of legal walls and others still have a thirst for rolling steel. 
Either way, this book will cement the crew's footprint (or MC boot-print) in the history of 
graffiti. Again, love us or hate us, you can not deny that this crew has been around for over 
three decades. We have painted and kept up with the greats in the game and we continually 



evolve. I cannot say that buying the book will change your opinion of us but at least it will 
supply you with the information - the correct information - to make a better informed opinion. 
 
See you all on the rails or the westbound... 
desism 

 


